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1. INTRODUCTION
In the present paper, we show the existence of time periodic solutions
Ž .for the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau TDGL model of superconduc-
tivity with an applied field. The TDGL equations characterize the be-
haviour of superconductivity materials and have been used to study, both
analytically and numerically, the superconductivity phenomena; see Gorkov
w x w xand Eliashberg 1 ; Frahm, Ullah, and Dorsey 2 ; Machida and Kaburaki
w x w x w x w x3 ; Chapman, Howison, and Ockendon 4 ; E 5 ; Tinkham 6 . The TDGL
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model takes the form:
22h › ie 1 h es s2< < < <q f c y a c q b c c q y grad q A c s 0,ž / ž /2m D › t h 2m i cs s
1.1Ž .
4ps 1
2curl A y curl H s y A q grad ftž /c c
24p e h es s 2< <q c *grad c y c grad c * y c AŽ .
c 2m i m cs s
1.2Ž .
where V ; Rd, d s 2 or 3, represents the region occupied by the super-
conductivity materials.
This model has three unknown functions: the complex valued function
c : V “ C is the order parameter; the vector valued function A: V “ Rd
is the magnetic potential; and the scalar valued function f : V “ R is the
electric potential. The constant h is the Planck constant, e and m are thes s
charge and mass of a Cooper pair, s is the conductivity of the normal
phase, D is the diffusion coefficient, c is the speed of light, H is the
applied magnetic field, c * is the complex conjugate of c , a and b are
Ž . Ž .coefficients. With proper scaling, system 1.1 ] 1.2 can be rewritten as:
2› i 2< <h q ikf c q grad q A c q c y 1 c s 0, 1.3Ž .Ž .ž / ž /› t k
› A 1
2q grad f q curl A y c *grad c y c grad c *Ž .
› t 2 ik
< < 2q c A y curl H s 0, 1.4Ž .
where k is the Ginzburg-Landau parameter, h the nondimensional diffu-
sivity.
Obviously, the time dependent Ginzburg-Landau equations given above
are not well-posed in the sense that their solutions lack uniqueness.
However this model does possess a gauge invariant property in that if
Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .c , A, f is a solution of the model, then so is c , A, f , where
Ä iku Ä Äc s c e , A s A q grad u , f s f y u , 1.5Ž .t
for any given function u . And hence the Ginzburg-Landau equations can
be investigated under a fixed gauge.
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Ž . Ž .Various properties of solutions for system 1.3 ] 1.4 have been investi-
w xgated by many authors, such as Wang and Zhan 7 ; Chen, Hoffmann, and
w x w x w x w xLiang 8 ; Du 9 ; Tang 10 ; Tang and Wang 11 ; Kaper, Wang, and Wang
w x w x12 ; Wang and Su 13 .
The remainder of this article consists of 3 sections. In Sec. 2, we state
the main results. Section 3 is devoted to a priori estimates on solutions. In
particular, we shall show that the evolution operator defined there is a
compact operator. In Sec. 4, we present the proof of main results by
Schauder fixed point theorem.
2. MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we consider the Ginzburg-Landau equation with a fixed
Ž w x w x.gauge. Here we adopt the Lorentz gauge f s ydiv A see 8 or 9 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .where any solution c , A, f of system 1.3 ] 1.4 satisfies the constraints:
f q div A s 0, in V = 0, ‘ , A ? n s 0, on › V = 0, ‘ .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Under the above constraints, 1.3 and 1.4 reduce to a system of equa-
tions for c and A:
2›c i 2< <h q grad q A c s ihkc div A q 1 y c c , in V = 0, ‘ ,Ž .Ž .ž /› t k
2.1Ž .
› A 1
y D A s c *grad c y c grad c *Ž .
› t 2 ik
< < 2y c A q curl H , in V = 0, ‘ . 2.2Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .The system 2.1 ] 2.2 is supplemented with the boundary conditions:
›c




c x , t q T s c x , t , A x , t q T s A x , t , ; x g V , t g R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
2.4Ž .
Throughout this paper, we assume that V ; R2. In the sequel, we denote
s, pŽ . Ž .by W V the standard Sobolev spaces of real scalar or vector valued
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s, 2Ž . sŽ .functions defined on V, and as usual, W V is denoted by H V .
s, pŽ .Sobolev spaces of complex valued functions are denoted by W V and
sŽ . 5 5 Ž .H V with calligraphic letters. We use ? and ?, ? for the usual norm
2Ž . 5 5and inner product of L V respectively; ;1 F p F ‘, denote by ? thep
pŽ .Ž5 5 5 5. 5 5norm of L V ? s ? . ? denotes the norm of any Banach space2 X
X.
For later purpose, we recall the following inequalities.
5 5 5 5 1 1u F C u , ;1 F p - ‘, ;u g H V , 2.5Ž . Ž .p H
and
5 5 5 51r2 5 51r21 1u F C u u , ;u g H V . 2.6Ž . Ž .4 H
Here and after, we denote by C ) 0 any positive constants. We also notice
Ž5 5 2 5 5 2 .1r2 1Ž .that div A q curl A defines the norm of H V with A ? n s 0
1 w xwhich is equivalent to the standard H -norm, see Adams 14 or Girault
w xand Raviar 15 . So there exists a constant C such that:
5 5 2 1 5 5 2 5 5 2 1A F C div A q curl A , ;A g H V , A ? n s 0.Ž .Ž .H
2.7Ž .
Our main result is stated as follows.
‘Ž 2Ž .. 2Ž 1Ž ..THEOREM 2.1. Assume that H g L 0, T ; L V l L 0, T ; H V ,
‘Ž 2Ž .. Ž . Ž .› Hr› t g L 0, T ; L V , and H is T-periodic, that is H t q T s H t ,
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..; t g R. Then system 2.1 ] 2.4 possesses at least one solution c t , A t .
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .We remark that if c t , A t is a solution of problem 2.1 ] 2.4 , then
Ä Ä ÄŽ .for any time T-periodic smooth function u , c , A, f is a T-periodic
Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .solution of system 1.3 ] 1.4 , where c , A, f is given by 1.5 with
f s ydiv A.
3. A PRIORI ESTIMATES
In this section, we derive a priori estimates on solutions of TDGL
Ž . Ž .equations. We here consider problem 2.1 ] 2.3 with the initial condi-
tions:
c x , 0 s c x , A x , 0 s A x , in V . 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
w x 2Ž . 2Ž .Then it follows from 7 that for every c g L V and A g L V , the0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .initial boundary problem 2.1 ] 2.3 with 3.1 possesses a unique solution
Ž Ž . Ž ..c t , A t such that
w 2 2 1c t g C 0, ‘ , L l L 0, ‘; H ,Ž . . Ž .Ž . loc
w 2 2 1A t g C 0, ‘ , L l L 0, ‘; H .Ž . . Ž .Ž . loc
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Ž .Ž . 2 2 2 2So there exists a semigroup S t t G 0 : L = L “ L = L such that
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .S t c , A s c t , A t , the solution of 2.1 ] 2.3 with 3.1 . In partic-0 0
Ž .ular, the operator S T with T given in Theorem 2.1 is called the evolution
operator. In next section, we shall see that the existence of T-periodic
Ž . Ž .solutions of problem 2.1 ] 2.4 is equivalent to the existence of fixed
Ž .points of S T . The existence of fixed points will be obtained from the
Schauder fixed point theorem. To apply the fixed point principle, we need
Ž . Ž .to show that S T maps a suitable bounded set into itself and S T is
compact. We begin with an a priori bound on the order parameter.
< <LEMMA 3.1. There exists a constant R depending on h, V and T such1
3Ž . 5 5 Ž Ž . Ž ..that for e¤ery c g L V with c F R , the solution c t , A t of30 0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.1 ] 2.3 and 3.1 satisfies
c T F R .Ž . 3 1
Ž .Proof. ;n G 1, taking the real part of the inner product of 2.1 with
< < 2 n r2 ny1 2c c in L , we find that
2n y 1 d 2q Ž2 n r2 ny1.< <h c dxH6n y 2 dt V
i i 2 n r2 ny1< <q Re grad q A c ? y grad q A c c * dxH ž / ž /k kV
< < 2q Ž2 n r2 ny1.s Re ihk c div A dxH
V
< < 2 < < 2q Ž2 n r2 ny1.q Re 1 y c c dx. 3.2Ž .Ž .H
V
Note that
i i 2 n r2 ny1< <Re grad q A c ? y grad q A c c * dxH ž / ž /k kV
i i 2 n r2 ny1< <s Re grad q A c ? y grad c c *Ž .H ž / žk kV
< < 2 n r2 ny1qA c c * /
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i i 2 n r2 ny1< <s Re grad q A c ? y c grad c *H ž / žk kV
i 2 n r2 ny1 2 n r2 ny1< < < <y c *grad c q A c c * /k
i i2 n r2 ny1< <s Re grad q A c ? c y grad q A c *H ž / ž /žk kV
i 2 n r2 ny1< <y c *grad c /k
2i i2 n r2 ny1< <s c grad q A c q Re grad q A cH Hž / ž /k kV V
i 2 n r2 ny1< <? y c *grad cž /k
2i 12 n r2 ny1< <s c grad q A c q Re c *grad cH H 2ž /k kV V
< < 2 n r2 ny1? grad c
i 2 2 n r2 ny1< < < <qRe y A c grad cH ž /kV
2i2 n r2 ny1< <s c grad q A cH ž /kV
1 2 n r2 ny1< <q Re c *grad c ? grad cH 2ž /kV
2i2 n r2 ny1< <s c grad q A cH ž /kV
1 n 2 n r2 ny1< <q Re grad c c grad c *H2 ž 2n y 1k V
n 2Ž2 n r2 ny1.y2< <q c c * grad cŽ . /2n y 1
2i2 n r2 ny1< <s c grad q A cH ž /kV
1 n 1 n2 n r2 ny1 2< < < <q c grad c q ReH2 22n y 1 2n y 1k kV
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2 2Ž2 n r2 ny1.y2< <= c c * grad cŽ . Ž .H
V
2i2 n r2 ny1< <G c grad q A c dx. 3.3Ž .H ž /kV
The last inequality is obtained by
2 22 n r2 ny1 2 Ž2 n r2 ny1.y2< < < < < <c grad c q Re c c * grad c G 0.Ž . Ž .H H
V V
Ž . Ž .And then it follows from 3.2 and 3.3 that
22n y 1 d i2q Ž2 n r2 ny1. Ž2 n r2 ny1.< < < <h c dx q c grad q A c dxH H ž /6n y 2 dt kV V
< < 4q Ž2 n r2 ny1. < < 2q Ž2 n r2 ny1.q c F c . 3.4Ž .H H
V V
Due to
< < 2q Ž2 n r2 ny1. < < 2q Ž2 n r2 ny1.c s 1 ? c
6n y 2 4n y 2Ž2q2 n r2 ny1.Ž10 ny4r6 ny2.< <F c q
10n y 4 10n y 4
6n y 2 4n y 24q Ž2 n r2 ny1.< <s c q ,
10n y 4 10n y 4
we get that
10n y 4 4n y 24q Ž2 n r2 ny1. 2qŽ2 n r2 ny1.< < < <c G c y .
6n y 2 6n y 2
Ž .And then by 3.4 we see that
22n y 1 d i2q Ž2 n r2 ny1. 2 n r2 ny1< < < <h c dx q c grad q A c dxH H ž /6n y 2 dt kV V
4n y 2 4n y 22q Ž2 n r2 ny1.< < < <q c dx F V . 3.5Ž .H6n y 2 6n y 2V
This implies that
d 2 22q Ž2 n r2 ny1. 2qŽ2 n r2 ny1.< < < < < <c dx q c dx F V .H H Hdt h hV V V
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By the Gronwall lemma we have
Ž .2q 2 nr2 ny1
c t dxŽ .H
V
Ž .2q 2 nr2 ny1yŽ2rh . t < <F e c 0 dx q V , ; t G 0.Ž .H
V
Letting n “ q‘, we infer that
3 3 yŽ2rh . t < <c t F c 0 e q V , ; t G 0, 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3
5 Ž .5and thus, when c 0 F R we see that,3 1
1r3 1r3yŽ2r3h .T yŽ2r3h .T< < < <c T F c 0 e q V F R e q V F R .Ž . Ž .3 3 1 1
3.7Ž .
< <1r3ŽThe last inequality being obtained by choosing R such that R G V 11 1
yŽ2 r3h .T .y1 Ž .y e , and then 3.7 concludes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
5 5In the sequel, we always assume that c F R and R given above.30 1 1
Ž .By 3.6 we find that
1r3< <c t F R q V , ; t G 0, 3.8Ž . Ž .3 1
and
1r6< <c t F V c t F C , ; t G 0. 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .2 3
5 5LEMMA 3.2. Assume that c F R . Then there exists a constant C30 1
< <depending on h, V and T such that
2iT
grad q A c dx dt F C ,H H ž /k0 V
2iŽ .tq Tr2
grad q A c dx dt F C , ; t G 0.H H ž /kt V
Ž . 2Proof. Taking the real part of the inner product of 2.1 with c in L ,
we get that
21 d i2 45 5 < <h c q grad q A c dx q c dxH Hž /2 dt kV V
1 12 4< < < < < <s c dx F c dx q V ,H H2 2V V
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which implies that
21 d i 125 5 < <h c q grad q A c dx F V , ; t G 0.H ž /2 dt k 2V
It follows that
2i 1 1T 2< <grad q A c dx dt F V T q h c 0 F C ,Ž .H H ž /k 2 20 V
2iŽ .tq Tr2
grad q A c dx dtH H ž /kt V
T 1 2< <F V q h c t F C , ; t G 0,Ž .
4 2
and thus the proof is finished.
5 5LEMMA 3.3. Assume that c F R . Then there exists a constant R30 1 2
< < 5 5depending on h, V , H and T such that when A F R , the solution0 2
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .c t , A t of 2.1 ] 2.3 and 3.1 satisfies
A T F R .Ž . 2
Ž . 2Proof. Taking the inner product of 2.2 with A in L , we find that
1 d 2 2 25 5 5 5A t q curl A q div AŽ .
2 dt
i
s yRe grad c q Ac c * ? A dx q H ? curl A dxH Hž /kV V
i
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F grad q A c c A q H curl A3 6ž /k
i
15 5 5 5 5 5F C grad q A c A q H curl A by 3.8 and 2.5Ž . Ž .Ž .Hž /k
i
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C grad q A c curl A q div A q H curl A by 2.7Ž . Ž .Ž .ž /k
21 i2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5F curl A q div A q C grad q A c q H .Ž . ž /2 k
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That is
2d i2 2 2 25 5 5 5 5 5A t q curl A q div A F C grad q A c q 2 H .Ž . ž /dt k
3.10Ž .
Ž .By 2.7 we find that there exists l ) 0 such that
2d i2 2 25 5A t q l A t F C grad q A c q 2 H .Ž . Ž . ž /dt k
From the Gronwall lemma we get that
2it2 2 yl t lŽ syt .A t F A 0 e q C grad q A s c s e dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H ž /k0
t 2 lŽ syt .q 2 H s e dsŽ .H
0
2it2 yl tF A 0 e q C Grad q A s c s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H ž /k0
t 2q2 H s ds, ; tG0. 3.11Ž . Ž .H
0
5 5And then, when A F R , we find that0 2
yŽ1 r2.lT yŽ1r2.lTA T F A 0 e q C F R e q C F R , 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2
Žthe last inequality being obtained by choosing R such that G C 1 y2 2
yŽ1 r2.lT .y1 Ž .e , and thus 3.12 concludes the proof of Lemma 3.3.
5 5In what follows, we always assume that A F R with R given above.0 2 2
Ž .Then 3.11 implies that
A t F C , ; 0 F t F T . 3.13Ž . Ž .
Ž .In order to show S T is a compact operator, we need to homogenize
Ž .the boundary conditions 2.3 , which is achieved by looking for the solution
A of the problem:H
D A q curl H s 0, in V , 3.14Ž .H
“ “ “A ? n s 0, curl A = n s H = n , on › V . 3.15Ž .H H
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“1Ž .  Ž . 4Let Q A, B be the bilinear form on A g H V : A ? n s 0 such that
Q A , B s curl A ? curl B q div A ? div BŽ . H H
V V
“ “1Ž . Ž . Ž .for all A, B g H V such that A ? n s 0 and B ? n s 0. By 2.7 Q A, B
is continuous and coercive, so by Lax-Milgram Theorem we claim that
“1Ž .there exists a unique function A g H V with A ? n s 0 such thatH
curl A ? curl B q div A ? div B q H ? curl B s 0H H HH H
V V V
“1Ž .for all B g H V with B ? n s 0. It is easy to see that A is a weakH
ÃŽ . Ž .solution of 3.14 ] 3.15 . We now introduce A s A y A , then the systemH
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.1 ] 2.3 with 3.1 becomes:
›c 1 2 i Ãh y Dc q A q A grad cŽ .H2› t kk
1 2 2Ã Ã< < < <qi y hk c div A q A q A q A c q c y 1 c s 0,Ž .Ž .H Hž /k
3.16Ž .
1 › AH2Ã Ã Ã< <A y D A s c *grad c y c grad c * y c A q A y s 0,Ž . Ž .t H2 ik › t
3.17Ž .
Ã Ãgrad c ? n s 0, curl A = n s 0, A ? n s 0, on › V , 3.18Ž .
Ãc x , 0 s c x , A x , 0 s A x y A 0 in V , 3.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 H
We observe that the above definition of A implies that there exists aH
constant C independent of t such that
1A t F C H t , A t F C H t , 3.201 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HH HH H
and
› AH s A . 3.21Ž .› Hr› t› t
5 5 5 5LEMMA 3.4. Assume that c F R and A F R . Then any solution30 1 0 2
ÃŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .c t , A t of problem 3.16 ] 3.19 satisfies
T2Ž . Ž .tq Tr2 tq Tr22 1 Ã 1c t dt q A t dt F C , ; 0 F t F ,Ž . Ž .H H HH 2t t
< <where C depends on h, k , V , H and T.
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Ž .Proof. Integrating 3.10 between t and t q Tr2, we find that
Ž .tq Tr2 2 25 5curl A q div A dtŽ .H
t
2iŽ . Ž .tq Tr2 tq Tr22 2F A t q C grad q A c dt q 2 H t dtŽ . Ž .H Hž /kt t
T
F C , ; 0 F t F by 3.13 and Lemma 3.2 .Ž .Ž .
2
Ž .So it follows from 2.7 that
TŽ .tq Tr2 2
15 5A dt F C , ; 0 F t F , 3.22Ž .H H 2t
which implies that
Ž . Ž .tq Tr2 tq Tr2 2 22Ã 15 5 1A dt F 2 A t q A t dt1Ž . Ž .H H H ž /H H H
t t
Ž . Ž .tq Tr2 tq Tr22 2
1F C A t dt q C H t dt by 3.20Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H HH
t t
T




grad q A cž /k
1 i25 5s grad c q c *grad c y c grad c * A dxŽ .H2 kk V
< < 2 < < 2q A c dx ,H
V
we see that
1 Ž .tq Tr2 25 5grad c dtH2k t
2iŽ .tq Tr2s grad q A c dtH ž /kt
i Ž .tq Tr2y c *grad c y c grad c * A dx dtŽ .H H
k t V
Ž .tq Tr2 2 2< < < <y A c dx dtH H
t V
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2iŽ .tq Tr2F grad q A c dtH ž /kt
iŽ .tq Tr2q2 Re Ac grad c * dx dtH H
kt V
Ž .tq Tr2
5 5 5 5 5 5F C q C A c grad c dt by Lemma 3.2Ž .H 6 3
t
Ž .tq Tr2
1F C q C A t grad c t dt by 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
t
1 Ž . Ž .tq Tr2 tq Tr22 2
1F C q grad c t dt q C A t dtŽ . Ž .H H H22k t t
1 Ž .tq Tr2 2F 2C q grad c t dt by 3.22 .Ž . Ž .Ž .H22k t
This yields
TŽ .tq Tr2 2
grad c t dt F C , ; 0 F t F . 3.24Ž . Ž .H 2t
Ž . Ž .The estimates 3.23 and 3.24 complete the proof.
For later purpose, we recall the uniform Gronwall lemma.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.5. Let y t , g t , h t be three positi¤e integrable functions in
Ž . Ž .t , T such that dyrdt is integrable in t , T and satisfy0 0
dy
F gy q h , ; t F t F T ,0dt
with
tqr tqr
g s ds F c , h s ds F c ,Ž . Ž .H H1 2
t t
tqr
y s ds F c , ; t F t F T y r ,Ž .H 3 0
t
for some positi¤e constants r, c , c , c depending on T. Then1 2 3
c3
y t F q c exp c , ; t q r F t F T .Ž . Ž .2 1 0ž /r
We observe that if the constants c are independent of T , then Lemma 4.2i
is also valid for T s ‘. In that case it is called the uniform Gronwall
Ž w x.lemma see 16 .
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5 5 5 5LEMMA 3.6. Assume that c F R and A F R . Then any solution30 1 0 2
ÃŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .c t , A t of problem 3.16 ] 3.19 satisfies
T
1 Ã 1c t q A t F C , ; F t F T ,Ž . Ž . HH 2
< <where C depends on h, k , V , H and T.
Ž .Proof. Taking the real part of the inner product of 3.16 with yDc in
L 2, we obtain that
1 d 12 25 5 5 5h grad c q Dc22 dt k
2 i Ãs Re A q A grad c , DcŽ .Hž /k
1 Ãq Re y hk ic div A q A , Dc .Ž .Hž /k
Ã 2 2< < < <q Re A q A c , Dc q Re c y 1 c , Dc . 3.25Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .H
We now majorize each term above as follows.
2 i ÃRe A q A ? grad c , DcŽ .Hž /k
ÃF C A q A ? grad c ? Dc dxŽ .H H
V
Ã5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C A q A grad c DcŽ .4 4 4H
Ã 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C A grad c Dc q C A grad c Dc by 2.5Ž .Ž .4 4 H 4H
Ã 1r2 Ã 1r2 1r2 1r21 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C A A grad c grad c DcH H
5 51r2 5 51r21 5 5qC grad c grad c Dc by 2.6 and 3.20Ž . Ž .Ž .H
Ã 1r2 Ã 1r2 1r2 3r2 1r2 3r21 1 2 1 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C A A c c q C c cH H H H H
2 Ã 2 Ã 2 2 22 1 1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F « c q C « A A c q C « c ; « ) 0Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H H
2 Ã 2 22 1 15 5 5 5 5 5F « c q C « A cŽ .H H H
2 Ã15 5q C « c by 3.13 and A s A y AŽ . Ž .Ž .H H




Re y hk ic div A q A , DcŽ .Hž /ž /k
F C c div A q A ? DcŽ .H H
V
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C c div A q div A DcŽ .4 4 4H
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2 5 5F C c div A Dc q C c A Dc4 4 4 HH
1r2 1r2 Ã 1r2 Ã 1r21 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C c c div A div A DcH H
5 51r2 5 51r21 5 5qC c c Dc by 3.20Ž .Ž .H
1r2 1r2 Ã 1r2 Ã 1r2 1r2 1r21 1 2 2 1 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C c c A A c q C c c cH H H H H H
1r2 Ã 1r2 Ã 1r2 1r21 1 2 2 1 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C c A A c q C c c by 3.9Ž .Ž .H H H H H H
2 Ã 2 4 Ã 42 2 1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F « c q A q C « c q A q C « .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H H H
3.27Ž .
2Ã< <Re A q A c , DcŽ .H
Ã 2< < < < < <F A q A c DcH H
V
Ã 2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 2 A q A c DcŽ .12 12 3H
Ã 2 215 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C A q H c Dc by 2.5 and 3.20Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H 3
5 5 2 5 5 4 1F « Dc q C « A q C « by 3.8 . 3.28Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
We can also show that
2 2 4
1< < 5 5 5 5Re c y 1 c , Dc F « Dc q C « c q C e . 3.29Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . H
Ž . Ž .From 3.25 ] 3.29 we infer that
1 d 12 25 5 5 5h grad c q Dc22 dt k
2 Ã 2 4 Ã 42 2 1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 4« c q « A q C « c q A q C « . 3.30Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H H
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Ã 2Ž .Taking the inner product of 3.17 with yD A in L , we find that
1 d 2 2 2Ã Ã Ã5 5 5 5 5 5curl A q div A q D AŽ .
2 dt
1 Ãs c *grad c y c grad c * , yD AŽ .ž /2 ik
› AH2 Ã Ã Ã< <q c A q A , D A q , D A . 3.31Ž .Ž .ž /H ž /› t
Note that
1 Ãc *grad c y c grad c *, yD AŽ .
2 ik
Ã Ã< < 5 5 5 5 5 5F C c *grad c ? D A dx F C c grad c D AH 4 4
V
Ã 2 2 25 5 5 5F « D A q « c H
5 5 4 1q C « c by similar calculation as above . 3.32Ž . Ž . Ž .H
2 Ã Ã< <c A q A , D AŽ .ž /H
Ã Ã5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F c c A q A D AŽ .3 12 12 12H
Ã Ã1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C c A q H D A by 3.8 and 2.5Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H H
Ã 2 4 Ã 41 15 5 5 5 5 5F « D A q C « c q C « A q C « . 3.33Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
Also we have
› AH Ã Ã5 5 5 5, D A F A D A by 3.21Ž .Ž .› Hr› tž /› t
› H 2Ã Ã5 5 5 5F C D A F « D A q C « . 3.34Ž . Ž .
› t
Ž . Ž .By 3.31 ] 3.34 we see that
1 d 2 2 2Ã Ã Ã5 5 5 5 5 5curl A q div A q D AŽ .
2 dt
Ã 2 2 4 Ã 42 1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F 3« D A q « c q C « c q A q C « . 3.35Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H
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Ž . Ž .It follows from 3.30 and 3.35 that
d 22 2 2 2 2Ã Ã Ã5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5grad c q curl A q div A q Dc q2 D Až / 2dt k h
4 12 2Ã5 5 5 5F 2« 1 q Dc q 2« 3 q D Až / ž /h h
4 Ã 41 15 5 5 5qC « c q A q C « , ; «)0.Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
Choosing « small enough we infer that there exists C such that
d 2 2 2 4 4Ã Ã Ã1 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5grad c q curl A q div A F C c q A q CŽ .H Hž /dt
4 Ã 4 Ã 45 5 5 5 5 5F C grad c q curl A q div A q Cž /
by 3.9 and 2.7Ž . Ž .Ž .
2
2 2 2Ã Ã5 5 5 5 5 5F C grad c q curl A q div A q C , ; 0 F t F T .ž /
Then by Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 we claim that
T2 22 Ã Ãgrad c t q curl A t q div A t F C , ; F t F T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
2
Ž . Ž .which along with 3.9 and 3.13 concludes the proof.
Note that
Ã1 1 1A t F A t q H t by 3.20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H
T
F C , ; F t F T by Lemma 3.6 ,Ž .
2
so we find that there exists a constant C such that
T
1 1c t q A t F C , ; F t F T . 3.36Ž . Ž . Ž .HH 2
4. PROOF OF MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we present the proof of Theorem 2.1. We shall apply
Schauder fixed point theorem to show the main results. First we recall the
following propositions.
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Ž w x. Ž .LEMMA 4.1 see 17 . Assume that H x, t is T-periodic in t. Then
Ž . Ž .problem 2.1 ] 2.4 has a T-periodic solution if and only if the e¤olution
Ž .operator S T has a fixed point.
Ž .LEMMA 4.2 Schauder Fixed Point Theorem . Let M be a nonempty,
closed, bounded, con¤ex subset of a Banach space X, and suppose G:
M “ M is a compact operator. Then G has a fixed point.
We are now in a position to complete Theorem 2.1.
 3Ž . 5 5 4 Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let B s c g L V : c F R and B s A31 1 2
2Ž . 5 5 4g L V : A F R , where R and R are constants in Lemma 3.1 and2 1 2
3Ž . 2Ž .Lemma 3.3, respectively. Denote by X s L V = L V and M s B =1
B . Then it follows from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3 that the operator2
Ž . 1Ž . 1Ž . 3Ž .S T maps M into itself. Since the embedding H V = H V “ L V
2Ž . Ž . Ž .= L V is compact, by 3.36 we claim that S T : M “ M is a compact
Ž .operator. And thus it follows from Lemma 4.2 that S T has a fixed point,
Ž . Ž .which is a T-periodic solution of problem 2.1 ] 2.4 as stated in Lemma
4.1. The proof is complete.
We remark that we only show here the existence of periodic solutions
for the two dimensional TDGL equations. It seems that the method used
in this paper does not apply to the three dimensional TDGL model. In
fact, we even do not know whether the three dimensional TDGL equations
p Ž . w x w xare well-posed for general L 1 F p - ‘ initial data; see 13 or 7 .
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